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ARMS TRANSFERS, THE STATE
OF ISRAEL, AND HALAKHA

INTRODUCTION

When the president of West Germany, Richard von Weizsaeeker
addressed the 1987 Harvard commencement, his visit to Boston was
not without protest. His father had been convicted at the Nuremberg
trials as a Nazi criminal; von Weizsaeeker, a lawyer, had defended his
father; and to this day von Weizsaecker refuses to accept his father's
guilt.

Von Weizsaeeker, it will be remembered, more compellingly

than any other statesman in West Germany's short history, called
upon his people in the shadow of Bitburg to accept responsibility for
the Holocaust; even we the children, he said, must accept respon-
sibility for the sins of the fathers.

What, then, did our Boston protesters, almost two years after
Bitburg, want from this man? They wanted him to betray his father.
They were suggesting, perhaps, that until he spoke out on the shame
within his own family, his speeches about the responsibilities of
memory were mere rhetoric.

The von Weizsaecker crisis is an unusually clear example of a
trauma in social ethics that seems endemic to our times. It is the
variation of the one portrayed, albeit regarding the life of an
individual, in William Styron's recent novel Sophie:, Choice, in
which he suggests that when all the choices remaining in life are
immoral, suicide, whether psychologically or ethically mandated, is
inevitable.!

Precisely this kind of ethical dilemma faces the State of Israel
today. Few commercial enterprises in the industrialized world have
as sullied and sordid a history as does the manufacturing and sale of
arms; few occupations are as blatantly disdained by the classical
Jewish sources as is that of the arms merchant. Yet arms transfers
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(Newspeak for arms deals)' now account for one fourth of Israel's
economy, and over a billion dollars a year in trade. Israel is
dependent upon arms sales for its economic as well as its strategic
survivaL.

Must Israel, then, betray its own values in order to survive, or is
surviving just not worth it? Should Israel, like Socrates,3 opt for
death? Is it indeed facing Sophie's Choice?'

It is to the elaboration of these issues that we now turn, as well
as to the construction of some guidelines rooted in classical Jewish
sources that provide Israel, in encountering this moral dilemma, with
some ethical breathing room.

This paper argues that there is a serious heter (dispensation) for
arms manufacture and sales by Israel, and agrees with an earlier
argument in these pages by J. David Bleich to this effect.' It
additionally argues that for the heter to be operative, a variety of

parameters laid out by an extensive list of Ashkenazik rishonim need
to be (and are generally) met. It further posits a new basis for the
heter, one not previously dealt with in either the responsa or

secondary literature, dealing with what happens when the economy
of the country, buttressed and dependent as it utterly is on arms sales,
itself becomes a critical cog in its defense efforts. Finally an attempt
is made to try to locate the halakhic eventualities and circumstances
under which the heter would break down and to recommend the kind
of political alertness necessary to monitor such eventualities and
circumstances. All of this is attempted in the context of a paradigm in
moral philosophy characterized as Sophie's Choice.

HALAKHIC CONSIDERATIONS

The critical Talmudic texts with respect to the sale of arms appear at
Avoda Zara 15b and 16a,' and are as follows:

1) One should not sell (idolators) either weapons or accessories
of weapons, nor should one grind any weapons for them, nor
may one sell them either stocks or neck-chains or ropes or iron
chains. . . .7
2) R. Nahman said in the name of Rabba b. Avuha: Just as it is
for bidden to sell it to an idolator, so is it forbidden to sell to an
Israelite who is suspected of selling it to an idolator. . .
3) R. Dimi b. Abba said: Just as it is forbidden to sell to an
idolator, so it is forbidden to sell to a robber who is an Israelite.
What are the circumstances? If he is suspected of murder, why
not (sell them to him)? It refers indeed to one who has not
committed murder; but we may be dealing here with a cowardly
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thief who is apt at times (when caught) to save himself (by

committing murder). 8
4) Our Rabbis taught: It is forbidden to sell them shields; some
say, however, that shields may be sold to them. What is the
reason (for not selling shields)? Shall we say, because they
protect them? In that case wheat or barley should also not (be
sold to them)! Said Rabbi: If it is possible (to do this without
incurring their animosity (eivah- Rashi) these too should not
(be sold).
(Another reason for prohibiting shields is) . . . they might use
them (in battle) as weapons when they lose their own. . . . Others
say that shields may be sold to them, for when they have no
more war they run away. . . . The Halakha is with (the latter
opinion).
5) Said R. Ada b. Ahavah: One should not sell them bars of
iron. Why? Because they may hammer weapons out of them. If
so (prohibit) spades and pick-axes too! Said R. Zevid: We mean
(bars of) India iron (which is used exclusively to manufacture
weapons-~Rashi). Why then do we sell it now? Said R. Ashi:
(We sell it) to the Persians who protect us.
6) Rabbi (forbids selling them horses) because it comes under
the prohibition of selling weapons. . . (for) there are (horses)
which (are trained to) kill by trampling. (The Halakha is not
with Rabbi).

7) Mishna: One should not sell them bears, lions or anything
which may injure the public.
In the Talmud, then, the sale of arms to gentiles,' as to Jews who

are thieves, is prohibited. In the centuries that followed, this view was
adopted by Maimonides,1O Rosh,!1 the Halakhot Gedolot,!2 the
Mahzor Vitri and Sefer ha- Terumot, 13 and the Shulhan Arukh (Code
of Jewish Law of R. Joseph Karo. Rosh, Maimonides and the
Shulhan Arukh each further support the Talmudic prohibition of
selling arms to a Jew who is suspected of selling them to gentiles. 14

To cite all these authorities is to say, of course, that these
prohibitions have been absorbed into and retained by the main-
stream of Jewish law. In their study of these issues, moreover, several
in this list of medieval authorities have contributed interesting

dimensions of their own. Thus, Ritva 15 extends the prohibition to
include the manufacture of all raw materials intended expressly for
the creation of armaments, while Or Zaru'al' challenges the practice
of selling arms solely because of desperate economic straits, some-
thing that seems to have become customary in his day17

While alPS authorities agree with Rav Ashi that one may sell
arms to those gentiles among whom one lives, provided they be used
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for the protection of the community, there are some elaborations
about the limits of this dispensation.19 Maimonides, followed by
Shulhan Arukh, requires a formal treaty with the gentiles before the
sales proceed; in the words of Shulhan Arukh, "if Jews live among
idolators, and have established a covenant with them,20 it is (then)
permitted to sell arms to the King's servants." Or Zaru'a21 extends the

dispensation to include an aggressive act against another country (for
the purpose of defending one's own) where other Jews are living and
may even be killed.

While all authorities agree with the Mishnah that the primary
reason for thc prohibition of selling arms is the protection of society
(nezek le-rabbim, lit., communal harm), other reasons are also
brought into play. Meiri22 suggests that we do not sell arms to

idolators because of a Talmudic principle that all idolators are
suspected (i.e., potential) murderers.23

More interesting is the notion introduced by Ritva that we may
not sell arms to gentiles because of the biblical admonition of not
placing a stumbling block before the blind. Since, in other words,
there is included an enjoinment against murder in the seven Noahide
laws, to sell gentiles instruments of death is tantamount to leading
them to stumble.24

Beyond these rather direct halakhic considerations there exist
some more tangential, though no less relevant ones, as well as some
more purely aggadic traditions; traditions which convey an acute
moral distaste for arms, and which anticipate the corruption and
sordidness of the arms industry as we know it today. It is to the
consideration of these themes that we now turn.

ARMS SALES, CORRUPTION, AND THE DISTASTE FOR
THEM IN THE SOURCES

The sleazy history of the arms industry has been recorded well and
often;" suffice it here to record (in no particular order of importance)
its major sins:

I) A British Royal Commission in 1936 investigating arms
manufacturers and their ethics, and a parallel committee in the
United States headed by Senator Joseph Nye, concluded that
fear of an enemy's arms build-up could be, and indeed had been
used as a major impetus in getting a customer to order arms."
2) The Commission inquired whether the arms merchants had
provoked wars, and concluded in the affirmative. Of the Indu-
Pakistani war of i 965 (in which American arms were used by
both sides), John Kenneth Galbraith has said, "The arms which
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we supplied under this policy. . . caused the war. . . if we had
not supplied arms, Pakistan would not have sought the one
thing we wanted above all else to avoid, namely a military
solution. "27

3) The arms industry has from the beginning, and because of its
nature, attracted merchants notorious for their amenability to
bribery and corruption. From the 19th century to the present
day, few capitalist endeavors can boast of more slush funds,
secret Swiss accounts, charges ostensibly for "purchase of
services," or for making the right connections, and international
payoffs replete with sex scandals and chicanery. A famous
examplc from the recent past comcs from the Watergate Hear-
ings, which unintentionally uncovered and eventually implicated
Northrop Aircraft Industries in a notorious series of arms-
related scandals.28

Further, every casual newspaper reader knows that arms cor-
ruption knows few international boundaries: the Saudis, the
Japanese, the Iranians; even, it will be recalled, Holland's Prince
Bernhardt did not remain sullied. The recent American Iran-
Contra scandal, in which Israel has been implicated, is another
instance of this sin.
4) Other sins of the arms industry come from its need for
secrecy and its concomitant lack of accountability. Included are
the way it obscures the rule of government (by yielding defense
decisions to the private sector), how it dissipates the notion of
government by consent, and how it can sabotage the practice of
free enterprise (by, for example, keeping the bids secret). The
Pentagon has thus been known to make decisions to which the
American people are not party, by not giving equal access to
competitive parties in the relevant industries. That this is true in
the United States is clear; that it is equally true in Israel we shall
see in the next section.29 Before we move there, however, some
further insights from the sources are in order30
The proscription against what the Gemara itself calls nezek le-

rabbim (damage to the public) has already been mentioned; indeed,
in more familiar form this injunction is discussed in a variety of ways
in the order Nez/kin under the rubric of bor bi-reshut ha-rabim--the
obligations of the individual and the public with respect to a pothole.
Yet the notion itself breathes, it seems to me, of other possibilities,
perhaps of the beginnings of a theory about what is the good society
in the eyes of Jewish law.

A familiar mishnah in tractate Sanhedrin reads: "And these are
not eligible (to be witnesses and judges): a gambler. . . a usurer, a
pigeon trainer. . . . R. Judah said: when is this so? If they have no
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vocation but this. But if they have other means of livelihood, they are
eligible." The Gemara's explanation of the mishnah is critical: They
are unacceptable as judges or witnesses because, in their daily
vocations, they do not contribute to yishuvo shel olam- to making
the world habitable31

Yishuvo she! olam is hardly unfamiliar terrain. It is nothing less
than the reason cited by the tradition for the creation of mankind:"
A statement in tractate Yevamot (62a) attributed to Hillel claims that
we need have only one child to fulfill our biblical obligation to "be
fruitful and multiply"(Genesis i :28). The reason offered for Hillel's
view is the verse from which the phrase yishuvo shel olam is drawn:
"He created it not a waste, He formed it to be inhabited" (Isaiah
45: 18). In a rare moment of telos, we are told that we have been sent
into the world, so to speak, to cause it to be inhabited. To do it, and,
as we shall see, to do it well, is our fundamental purposeD

Again, the Mishnah in tractate Sanhedrin (81 b) records that
when a proven murderer cannot be formally sentenced to one of the
standard biblical death sentences because of procedural flaws in his
trial, the judges may nevertheless not set him free, and a novel form
of capital punishment is called for-one not recorded anywhere in
Scripture. Maimonides,J4 perhaps taken aback by this unorthodox
practice, writes as follows: 'This procedure is not followed for other
capital offenses. Indeed, there, if he is guilty then he is executed, and
(if he cannot be proven) guilty, he is exempt ((patur) from further
capital punishment. The Rabbis still felt it necessary to execute the
murderer, for) even though there are sins more grievous than the
spilling of blood, (these sins) do not have the wastage of yishuvo she!
alam inherent in murder. "35

The conclusions to be drawn from these gleanings, it seems to
me, are clear. From the Yevamot gemara we can infer that part of
our task, if not our very purpose as human beings, is to inhabit the
world. Surely to build arms for commercial distribution runs counter
to this teaching. From the way the Mishnah and Gemara in
Sanhedrin deal with the various non-productive vocations, we can
move from the imperative to inhabit the world to the obligation of
making it more habitable: people who who make no contribution to
society, the gemara seems to be saying, cannot be seriously consid-
ered as players in the system of justice; they reflect a less desirable
echelon of society, entitled to justice surely, but not part of the
system that dispenses it.

It takes only a limited stretch of the imagination to conclude
that commercial arms manufacturers selling their wares, with little
discrimination and to the highest bidder, would fall into this social
echelon. And from the Rambam's analysis we can appreciate the
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horror felt by our Sages for the individual who causes loss of life,
and, perhaps more importantly, the reverence felt by them for the
need to make the world more, and not less, habitable.

The horror is expressed in a variety of other sources as well. An
argument is presented in a mishnah discussing the laws regarding the
prohibition of carrying on the Sabbath from one domain to another
(Shabbat 63a). An exception to the prohibition, it seems, is an
ornament; to wear an ornament does not halakhically constitute
carrying. The argument runs as follows: "A man must not go out (on
the Sabbath) with a sword, bow, shield, lance. . . or spear; and if he
does ( so) go out he incurs a sin offering. R. Eliezer said: They are
ornaments for him. But the Sages maintain that they are shameful,
for it is said, 'And they shall beat their swords into ploughs hares, and
their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war any more' (Isaiah 2:4)."

The Sages here support the ruling of the anonymous first author
of the mishnah; the halakhah remains that weapons are hardly

ornaments, and that carrying them is not merely forbidden but

actually shamefuL. 36

Again, the commentators are at one in agreeing that the biblical
Jacob is disparaging of his sons when, in blessing them, he says,

"Simeon and Levi are brothers, weapons of violence their kinship. "37
And earlier in the book of Genesis, Rashi maintains that the father of
weapons manufacture was the biblical Tuval Kayin a man to whom
he accords little affection.38

ARMS MANUFACTURE AND SALES IN ISRAEL,
I: THE REALITIES"

Israel is now among the top 10 arms exporters in the world; it
competes with such giants in the industry as Britain, France, and
Brazil40

Thomas Friedman reports that Israel exports $ 1.2 billion a year
of arms, or arms-related materials;41 Aaron S. Klieman's estimate is
not far behind." Klieman maintains that anywhere from 58,000 to

120,000 Israelis are currently employed in the arms industry;43

Friedman, with reservations similar to those of Klieman, says, "
Much of the Israeli arms industry is government-owned,'4 and exact
financial data are secret. But according to widely used estimates, as
many as 140,000 Israelis-IO per cent of the work force~~~ are

involved in the manufacturing or selling of military hardware."45
"The armaments industry," writes Professor Klieman, "is, by

Israeli standards, of vast proportions. A recent edition of Israel's
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arms exports register contains advertisements by no fewer than 112

companies . . . (which) manufacture. . . exportable military
equipment."46 Among these, three industrial giants stand out: The
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI), known in Hebrew as Ha- Ta'assiyya
ha-A virit, the Israel Military Industries (IM1), known as Ta'as, and
the Armament Development Authority, known as Refael.

The IAI, the largest industrial enterprise of any kind in the State
of Israel, is Israel's largest employer and industrial cxporter. It is a
corporation owned by the Israeli government and controlled by the
Ministry of Defense. Among the multiplicity of its better-known
products are the Kfir planes, the recently scrapped Lavi fighter, the
various mcmbers of the Gabriel missile family, and the SCOUT
remotely-piloted drone.47

IMI is Israel's principal ordinance manufacturer, famous for its
U zi, its arrowhead Chetz tank shells, artillery shells, bomb carriers,
grenades, and rocket propellants used in the GabrieL. "Although the
manufacture and development of munitions for export are given as
only the secondary goals of the company, evidence strongly suggests
otherwise. One indication is that the position of assistant director-
general includes responsibility for export as well as local sales. . .
(Another is that) exports exceeded $300 million out of a total of$500
million in the company's turnover. "48

Refael is the research and dcvelopment branch of the defense
industry, and accordingly, much of its activity is shrouded in secrecy.
All the same, we apparently know some of its products, including the
David family of artillery computers and the Shafrir 2 air-to-air
missile, both of which made history against Syrian targets during the
1982 war in Lebanon. More recently Refac1-produced missiles were
on display at the 1983 Paris Air Show"

On an equally grand scale is the list of Israeli arms customers:
"A quick glance across the globe finds Israeli advisers training and
arming elite troops in Cameroon and Zaire, Israeli Kfir fighter jets
being flown by the Ecuadoran air force, Israeli-made patrol boats
guarding the shores of Sri Lanka, and Israeli cannon fitted to
upgrade Chinese tanks. The rebel forces in Nicaragua have Israeli-
made weapons, as do the regular armies of Honduras, Argentina,
South Africa, Chile, Belgium, Holland, Kenya, Singapore, Malaysia,
Taiwan and Thailand-to name but a few50

ARMS MANUFACTURE AND SALES IN ISRAEL,
11: THE MORAL ISSUES

The single lesson that the Jewish people has learned from its
experiences in the 20th century is that it is suicidal to depend on the
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good will of othcrs for its physical survivaL. As long as as the

geopolitical realities require Israel to maintain a military defense
system so that its population not be slaughtered, it will have to
maintain its own arms industry capable of supplying this system.
This is the primary purpose of this industry, and the source of its
moral/ halakhic legitimacy.51

The industry has some by-products as well:
'It does wonders for Israel's economy in general, and for its

chronic trade deficit in particular. 52
'When the arms industry turns a profit through its international

sales efforts, the profit pays for Israel's own military hardware; an
expense that Israel could otherwise not bear. 53

'Because Israel is manufacturing arms for clients other than its
own defense operations, economies of scale obtain, and the more
arms the production lines yield, the lower the price for Israel's own
arms. S4

What we are, of course, suggesting is that the imminent danger
of the destruction of Jewish life in the State of Israel, given the
hostility of most of its neighbors, is in itself a sufficient reality to
halakhically overridc any other moral/ halakhic discomfort regarding
the manufacture of arms. We would further argue that the political
situation is of sufficient gravity that Israel's arms supplies must be
state-of-the-art and imminently available. And finally, We would
insist, paraphrasing George Kennan, that if Israel is to be steadfast
and strong against its many enemies, then part of this strength must
derive from its own house being in order. And by in order, we mean
cconomically as well as morally. 55 Let us now examine each of these
categories more closely.

If Israel's house were, by virtue of no arms sales, in even greater
economic shambles than it already is, then a number of consequences
would result. First, it would not be able to produce arms, which
would place it in mortal danger. Second, it would then depend for the
purchase of its arms on the favor of others, a position in which Israel
found itself both in i 967 and ¡ 973, and barely surviving massacre in
both instances. Third, economic chaos would make Israel, like
several Central and South American republics, beholden to its
creditors, and, as has already been said, the Jewish people can no
longer afford to be either beholden or dependent upon others.

What we are arguing is that a strong economy is central to
Israel's self-defense; it needs to be seen as an element or category of
this defense. To rephrase this in more directly halakhic language: It is
forbidden to place one's self in danger. 56 Israel in the absence of a
strong economy is in serious danger, as it then throws itself for its
military defense upon the mercy of its creditors, who, if past
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performance is any indication, might very well not come to its
defense in time of crisis. Selling arms for the sake of a strong
economy is thus clearly part of an overall defense strategy, and
selling arms to clients with motives that are halakhically unaccept-
able (i.e., non-defensive ones), while normally prohibited, might well
be permitted here,S? since selling arms for purposes of defense is
permitted. 

58 What is new here is that Israel is selling arms to others
for its own defense, and not, as in the classical halakhic situations
outlincd in earlier scctions of this paper, for the defense of its
customers.

In an economy then, in which distribution is inseparable from
production, even the argument of yishuvo she! olam takes on
different parameters. Thus, the New York Times recently reported
that Israel was engaging in major arms trade with Communist
China.59 While at first blush the question of what such a sale will do
for yishuvo shel olam certainly appears legitimate, it becomes
irrelevant when we understand that the halakhic legitimacy of such a
sale lies not in the strengthening of China but in the strengthening of
Israel; in fact not so much to strengthen Israel as to provide her with
the minima for her own survivaL. Such survival, too, surely, is
yishuvo she! olam.

Israel, then, to survive, must do what in another context the
Torah finds odious. Indeed if Israel werc to take the highly idealistic
stand, contra-indicated, as we have seen, by Halakha; a stand of
refusing to sell arms to any nation until such nation could vcrify that
it was using these arms in a morally pure environment-then it would
find itself on a road which, tragically and ironically, the Jewish

people has already travelled:

Congress became more determined to detach America from the world's
problems, and more insistent on passing a Neutrality Bill which would limit
overseas involvement. . . . By August 1935, encouraged by the Nyc Committee,
Congress passed a Neutrality Bill which compelled the President, in the event
of any war between foreign countries, to apply an arms embargo. . . . Three
months after the Neutrality Bill was passed, Mussolini invaded Ethiopia, and
Hitler was now openly rearming.. 60

What follows is, if familiar, not any less heart-wrenching.

Roosevelt, because of the Neutrality Bill, was unable to enter the
war, and had to engage for years in the game of Lend-Lease. Indeed,
had the United States not taken the idealistic, decent and moral stand
that precipitated the Neutrality Act, it might well have entered World
War II several years earlier, won it that much sooner, and by so
doing, prevented the slaughter of incalculable numbers of the war's
victims, among whom one would surely include millions of Jews.

And here, of course, we have come full circle back to Sophie's
Choice. Just as during the onset of World War II an idealistic, almost
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pacifist, posture paralyzed the war effort which might well have
prevented the slaughter of millions,61 so too in Israel today, a

position of observing the laws regarding the sale of arms to gentiles in
the absence of all other considerations could conceivably end in

Israel's own destruction. For the observant Jew, as we have seen, the
idealistj pacifist and halakhic positions are not the same, and the
profoundly disturbing question of "Medinat Yisrael at any price?" is
for him or her at least here inoperative.

F1l\AL CONCERNS

Yet, having laid these broad foundations, some moraljhalakhic

concerns still linger.
i) Is it really necessary for Israel, in order to maintain a viable

economy, to sell arms to countries that would then use them in
halakhically unacceptable ways?

In order to answer this question with some glimmerings of
! reality, we would have to have precise figures about the volume of
arms sold to which country and for what profits. We would further
havc to have in place an agency whose task it would be to monitor all
such "arms transfers" and to report them properly. Finally, we would
have to have some way of monitoring what a client country is doing
with such arms.

The first issue, as we have already indicated, in a field beset by
secrecy, is extremely difficult. Klieman writes,

(The defense industry) is an industrial giant. . . (and) most aspects of. . . (its)
. . . operations, including foreign sales, are free from public examination for
reasons of national security. . . . And while it is true that pressures for arms
imports derive from. . . national and private (orders), nevertheless, in some
important respects the military industries complex has assumed a corporate
life of its own. . ,62

With respect to a monitoring agency, Klieman writes that while
such controls are ostensibly in place, they are ineffective:

Even though it is widely accepted that because of their political consequences
the periodic review of conventional arms transfer policy is advisable, there are
few provisions for governmental review in IsraeL. . . . Nor does there exist a
policy planning staff to bring together civilian and military perspectives,

immediate circumstances with larger global patterns and trends.63
!

The third issue--what a client country does with arms Israel sells
to it-is unknowable, and in some sense, irrelevant. In World War I,

Britain was attacked with weapons it had sold to its enemies, who, at
the time of the sale, were of course its friends.
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What follows from all this is that there is probably room In
Israel to observe some of the laws about selling arms to gentiles. In
ordcr to do so, however, it would be necessary to call into cxistence a
national security committee sensitive to halakhic norms.

2) In the absence of a lasting peace in the Middle East, and the
corre!ative necessity of an Israeli economy huttressed by extensive
arms manufacturing and sales, how much is enough?

Is there ever a point at which Isracl can say, wc have now made
enough moncy this way; perhaps there are some othcr ways to make
money''' This is obviously a qucry beyond the scope of this paper, yet
it must be kept alive in the consciencc of the halakhic Jew, because if
such a point exists, then it is there that the dispensation for the
indiscriminate selling of weapons ends.

3) What are the political implications ofihese arms sales for the

peace process?
Peace in the Middle East, over and above its intrinsic value,

means an end for the need for a major arms industry. Peace thus
means the eventual loss of thousands of jobs and millions of dollars
for the giants of the Israeli arms industry, including thc manufac-
turcrs at home and the salesmen abroad. Certainly at the commercial
level, then, peace is not in everyone's interest. Is it thinkable that such
individuals would sabotage peace efforts to further thcir own finan-
cial interests? The answer, as documented in the Nye Committee and
thc Royal Commission, and by countless scoundrels both before and
after these austere groups, would indicate the affirmative.

There are a number of socio-halakhic implications that flow
from this. The day peace comes to the Middle East and Israel is still
manufacturing arms for sale is the day that its halakhically observant
citizcns will be contributing to a situation, which if not carefully
monitored, will constitute placing a stumbling block before the
blind64

A second, perhaps more compelling impcrative from an hala-
khic perspective, given the Torah's love for peace, would be to
monitor thc arms industry and its giants so that the peace process is
allowed to progress without hindrance.

Not surprisingly, any representatives of halakhic Judaism so
cngaged would find themselves with strange bedfellows: pacifists and
doves of every description calling for governmental accountability
for involvement of the people in the running of government. But

then, is not this-the bringing together of all types of peoples-what
peace is meant to do?
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NOTES

I. The most eloquent discussion of this position is, of course, that of Albert Camus, in the
opening chapter of The Myth of Sisyphus (New Yark: Vintage, 1950).

2. Anthony Sampson in The Arms Bazaar (New York, Viking, 1975), p, 210, has collected a
small lexicon of arms industry :\ewspcak. Weapons are ca1led capabilities, deterrents arc
systems: arms factories are defense facilities; preparing for war is called logistics, and ,"vaTS
themselves are cooOicts.

3. As portrayed in Plato's The Crito
4. One might argue that it has become popular to project all of Israel's crises this way. Thus.

Israel must provide all its Arabs with rights equal to those of Israelis. even though this
might mean a quick end of Israel as a Jewish State. Again, on a related topic, Isracl must
either yield to the Arab demand for an independent Palestinian state on its West Bank. or
face, for similar reasons. the end of a Jewish IsraeL.

5. Tradition, 20:4 (Winter 1982), pp. 358-359. See especially his discussion here of the
Responsum of Rabbi Hayyim David Halevi in Aseh lekha Rav, T. no. 19.

6. Talmudic quotations are based on the Soncino translations. I havc made minor changes
and additions for clarity.

7. The Talmud is until here quoting Tosefta, Avoda 7ura 3.
R. Is this not, in Halakhah. characteristic of all thieves'! It is at least expected of them at night

(ha-mahteret). See Exodus 33: 1-3. I have found no solution to this problem.
9. In Jewish legal sources, "idol worshippers." Does this exclude Moslems, who arc not

considered idol worshippers? Docs it include Christians whose status on this matter in
Jewish law is ambiguous? Obviously not, since the issue, as will he seen. is harm to the
community, and arms may not be sold even to a fellow Jew who may use them for the
wrong reasons. For a 19th-century discussion on the status of Christianity' quu idolatrous
religion, see the remarks of R. Solomon Luria in the addenda to his gloss on Yoreh ne'ah
151:1. For a recent study of the same issue, see R. Shlomo Wahrman's responsum 44, in
Volume II of She'erit Yosef, (l\ew York, 19R4).

10. Maimonides, Hi/khat Rotse'uh, 12:12, 13 and 14.
1 i. Rabbeinu Asher on Abada 7ura, 15 and 16. See also Pi/pulo Harifta on Rabbeinu Asher

here for a perception of the views of Alfasi.
12. Halukhot Gedo1at, on sturn yeinam (page 245 in the Soncino-Venice offset edition).
13. The Mahzor quotes from Sefer ha-Terumot, (edited by S. Horowitz, Aid Publishing.

Jerusalem, 1963) chapter 97, p. 769.
14. ...'hulhan Arukh, Yoreh De'ah 151:5ff.
15. /liddushei ha-Ritva, (Avoda Zara, 15 and 16 (p. 12, standard editions).
16. Or Zaru'a (on Avoda 7ara) section 133.
17. He traces this view to R. Isaac hen Samuel (Ri ha-Kadosh), ibid., 131.
18. In addition to those already cited in the text of the article, we may add Ra'avya, Sefer ha-

Eshkal, and the Hagahat Maimaniyyat ( on Mishneh Torah, Hi/khat Avodat Kohanim
9,9).

19. The origin of the dispensation, which required extending Rav Ashi's opinion about Persian
authorities to the dukes of northern France seven centuries later. seems to be with Rabbi
Judah be Isaac Sieur de Leon (Or Zaru'a, op. cit.) See also L. Rabinowitz, The Social Life
of the Jews in Northern France from the Twelfth to the Fourteenth Centuries (N.Y.
Hermon Press, 1972), p. 40.

20. Emphasis mine.

21. Or 7aru'a, ap. cit. One suspects, however, that what was troubling the Rabbis was more
than the undesirable image of the Jew qua soldier. In Mishna Pe'ah (4:4) we are told: "(The
poor) may not reap pe'ah (the portion of the harvest required to be given to the poor) with
scythes or tear it up with spades, so that they might not strike at one another rwith these
impJementsl" Objects that can kin should not be left around where they are likely to cause
harm.

22. Meiri, Avoda Lara, 15 and 16 (in standard editions, p. 39).
23. This is the basis for the prohibition against privacy with idolators. Outside of Meiri, I have

seen it nowhere. Indeed I have never seen it intended for any other than a biblically defined
idolator, i.e., a polytheist.
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24. For a discussion of this principle as it obtains to gentiles, see, Shneur Zusha Reiss, "On the
matter of'Not Placing a Stumbling Block' with respect to the descendants of Noah" (Heb.),
Or ha-Mizrah, vol. 18, 1969, pp. 138-9, and Ben Zion Rivkin (same title, Heb.), Ha-
Darom, Vol. 56, Elu15747, p. 110.

We need in fairness to cite one more authority; a medieval opinion utterly unique and
uncharacteristic (da'at yahid). Rabbi Isaiah the Elder concludes his discussion of these
laws with the following remarks:

Yet it appears to me that these Jaws were only said by the Sages (during a time)

when they were close to the destruction of the Temple, when all. . the thoughts of

(Israelsl enemies were (solely) to cause rJewishJ suffering and humiliation. Today,
however, when Israel lives peacefully in their midst, and they arc not suspect. .. . It
all depends on the houses and circumstances.

I have found no discussion nor corroboration-certainly not acccptance- of this view.
R. Isaiah was the grandson of R. Isaiah of Trani ("R.J.D."). His acronym, R.Y.A.Z.
(Rabbeinu Yeshayahu Aharon Za"I) is the same as that of Or Zaru'a, and it is only the
discrepancy between their two views of this issue that brought this biographical datum to
my attention. Aspects of R. Isaiah's biography are outlined in Teshuvol ha-Rid, A. J.
Wertheimer, editor (Yad HaRav lIerwg, Jerusalem), p. 25. (I am grateful to Professor
Bezalel Saffran for his help in some of this detective work.) Our quote is found in the outer
marginal gloss on Alfasi (corresponding to the Avoda Zara texts under discussion)- p. 5 in
most standard editions.

Why French and German authorities dealt with arms sales as a live issue, while
R. Isaiah, a Spanish pasek, certainly aware of the Franco-German views of the subject,
dealt with ít as an historical oddity, is a mystery that still needs to be unravelled.

25. The classic is a book called Merchants of Death by H. C. Engelbrecht et al (Dodd, Meads
Co., New York 1934). Also of interest are George Thayer, The War Business (Simon &
Schuster, 'Jew York, 1969), and Basil Coller, Arms & the Men, (Hamish Hamilton,
London, 1980).

26. See especially Sampson, op. cit., Chapter iv.
27. Sampson, p. 181.
28. Sampson, pp. 151-2.
29. In political science there is a body of literature concerning "bureaucratic politics." This

covers, in part, the tendency of larger bureaucracies, particularly federal government

departments and most especially a large defense bureaucracy, to work for sclf~aggrandizing
or self-perpetuating policies, even when these policies diverge from the public interest. See
the Boston Study Group, The Price of Defense, (Times Books, :'ew York, 1979), p. 322,
note.

30. What we do not need to document here, it seems to me, is that bribery, theft and the misuse
of public funds arc contrary to Jewish law. Accordingly, we proceed with other, somewhat
less obvious matters.

3 i. Sanhedrin 24b. For some contrasting views, see T osafot, Rosh ha-Shana 22a, s. v. eilu.
32. For facility of style I have chosen to use this kind of language over the more clumsy,

though less sexist "person." I certainly mean both men and women throughout.
33. See my discussion in "Torah & the Megabombs," Judaism, Spring 1983, p. 306. Sefer ha-

Hinnukh writes, "Commandment I: That the world be inhabited, for the Lord seeks its
habitation, as it is written in Isaiah, 'Not a waste, etc.' This is a major commandment for
whose purpose all the other commandments in the world exist. For it was given to man and
not to the administering angels. . . ." For more halakhic implications of this commandment
see Etsem me-Aisamaij Banekha ki-Shetilei Zeitim by S. H. Aviner, Jerusalem, 1984. It is
to be noted, however, that yishuvo she! olam is a rabbinic and not a biblical enjoinment.
Cf. Tosafot, Sanhedrin 24b, s.v. ve-eilu.

34. Hilkhot Rotse'ah 4:9.

35. This view of the reason for this non-biblical form of capital punishment, while supported
by Meiri (op. eft.), is unique to Maimonides. Rabbi Reuven Margaliot has suggested a
creative alternative view, which, while not supportive of our thesis, must be reported: He
argues (Margoliot ha- Yam, Sanhedrin (Mosad Harav Kook, Jerusaleml, section II, p. 100.
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par. 18) that death is necessary because here the murderer's victim has no blood avenger
and that the Bet Din must therefore assume this role.

Interestingly, Maimonides affords this kind of discretionary power to the King of Israel
as welL. "Whoever kills in the absence of clear visual testimony, admonition, or even in the
presence of only a single witness, or (in the case ofJ inadvertently killing one's enemy, then
the King has leave to execute him for the sake of the upkeep of the world (tikkum olam)"
(Hilkhot Melakhim 3: 10).

36. Heb: genai. Karo, Shulhan Arukh, Orah Hayyim 301:7.
37. Genesis 49:5. See Saadya, Samuel ben Hofni, Ibn Ezra, Rashi et al. See also Bereshit

Rabba 98. A summary note on these is in the late Aryeh Kaplan's translation of the Bible,
ad locum.

38. Genesis 4:22.

39. Most of the data in this section comes from two sources. The first is Aaron S. Klieman's
Israel's Global Reach: Arm.ç Sales as Diplomacy (Pergamon-Brassey's, International
Defense Publishers, McLean, Va., 1985). Though marred by a needlessly inaccessible prose
style, this work is magisterial in its scope and scholarship, and its moral sensitivity, while
understated, is solidly in place. In a sense this paper provides the traditional Jewish ethical
underpinnings for many, though not all, of Klieman's conclusions.

The second source is a front-page article by Thomas Friedman entitled "How Israel
Got Hooked on Sellng Arms Abroad," New York Times, Dec. 7,1986, Section 3, p. 1. The
article, while indebted to Klieman, brings the statistics up to date.

Unfortunately, both these sources predate the recent (1987) abandonment of the Lavi
fighter plane project, and there do not appear to be any revised sources since then. Because
of the absence of figures, and because of the confusion that inevitably results when
attempts are made to coalesce such figures, when they are available, into meaningful
conclusions, our statistics will have to be true only to the beginning of 1987. The moral
thrust of my arguments arc obviously not affected by this problem. For a discussion of the
problem of making sense of the statistics on international arms transfers, see Andrew J.
Pierre, The Global Politics of Arms Sales (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1982),

Introduction.
40. Friedman, op. cit., p. 1.
41. ibid.
42. Klieman, op. cit., p. 65.
43. Ibid., p. 57.
44. For some of the moral implications of this economic fact, see below.
45. Friedman, op. cit.
46. Klieman, op. cit., p. 70. Most of these companies are listed in the book.
47. Ibid., pp. 77-8.

48. Ibid., p. 80.
49. Ibid., p. 82. A full list of exports is provided by Klieman on pp. 76-77.
50. Friedman,op. cit.; the full list is in Klieman, op. dt. chapters 7, 8, and 9. In South America

alone, nine countries serve as customers for Israeli arms (Klieman, table on p. 135).
5 I. The obligation to defend one's self is so obvious that it does not seem to me to need

elaboration in the text. The laws of the rodef (pursuer) are developed in the Talmud in
tractate Sanhedrin (72a and b), as well as more systematically in the Mishneh Torah of
Maimonides (Nezikin: Hilkhot Rotse'ah u-Shernirat ha-Nefesh 1:8 ff).

52. Klieman, p. 65.
53. Ibid. pp. 30-2
54. Ibid., p. 58. KJieman has a much larger list than the three items I have not mentioned here,

but the remaining ones, such as that "when Israel can offer other countries military aid in
the form of weapons, it can be part of a consortium against communist expansion, it can be
an ally to friends in need" (p. 34, the Arik Sharon thesis) (p. 34), or that Israel's arsenal is a
deterrent and/ or can be a source of reward to its friends (p. 38), are less compelling.
K¡ieman himself notes (p. 36) that these arguments were utterly non-persuasive in 1967,
when the nations Israel supplied failed to come to its defense and were subservient to
Soviet-bloc decisions. Similarly the argument that arms-dependency by nations hosting
large numbers of Jews may facilitate local efforts towards aliya (pp. 40-1) strikes me as
equally spurious in light of the fact that the aUya in question is simply not happening.

55. In an article entitled Containment Then and Now (Foreign Affairs, Vol. 65 #4 (Spring,
1987), p. 889), Kennan, after much discus~ion about the nature of America's enemies, says,
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"And finally, there is much in our own life, here in this country, that needs early
containment. It could, in fact, be said that the first thing we Americans need to learn to
contain is, in some ways, ourselves: our environmental destructiveness, our tendency to live
beyond our means aod to borrow ourselves into disaster. our apparent inability to reduce a
devastating budgetary deficit.

56. Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De'ah i 16:5 (Rema).
57. Provisional language is employed here because hirur Halakhah, rather than pesak, is

intended.
58. Thc question of mitsvah ha-ba'ah ba-aveirah needs to be raised. Are we not engaging in

one mitsvah (avoiding placing ourselves in danger, anticipating the radef) by violating
another (selling arms to a gentile), and is this not analagous to reciting the blessing on the
festival of Sukkot over a stolen palm branch, whieh is prohibited (Sukkah, 30a)? To which
we would answer: Not at aIL because thc mitsvah being engaged in is the saving of lives
from the rodel; which commandment overrides virtually all others (Maimonides, Hi/khot
Rotse'ah u~Shemirat ha-Nefseh 1:6ff), (See, however, Ri h, Malki Tsedek on Pe'ah 4:4).
However, the question of ein dohin nefesh mi-penei nefesh (not substituting one life in
favor of another; see Maimonides, op, cif, 1:9) may obtain, Such an inquiry, however, is
beyond the scope of this study,

59, New York Times, April 5,1988,
60. Sampson, op. cit., p. 80.
61. A similar conclusion is reached by Robert Woito, "Between The Wars," The Wi/son

Quarterly. New Year's, 1987, p. 121. "From a distance of decades it is difficult to avoid the
judgment that, because of their chronic difficulties in grappling with the realities of power
in the world, the \caders of the American peace movement of the inter-war era made World
War 1I more, not less, likely."

62. Klieman, op. cif., p. 76.
63. Ihid.. p. 108.

64. Whether this is a case of lifnei de-Itfnei, and for that matter the role of this concept in the
soeioethics of Halakhah, is too extensive a problem for consideration here. It begs,
however, for thorough philosophical analysis.
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